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NEWSLETTER                

This month we have updates on the Cambridge Homeless Project, Forum Lunches,
and the Friday Lunch Group, reflections on Lent from Fr Max, a letter from ordinand
Tanya Hockley, the completion of the choir’s latest recording project and a special
creative offering from a member of the congregation, Simone Kotva.



Highlights of March

Friday 28th February – Saturday 1st March
Engaging Christianity – the Deans’ & Chaplains’ Mission to the University. 
24 hours of discussion, debate and worship.  See posters for more information.

Wednesday 5th March
Ash Wednesday – Day of Obligation for members of the Church of England.
Masses with ashing at 10am, 12:30pm & 7pm (High).

Wednesday 12th March
11am ‘First’ Wednesday Fellowship Group
Speaker: Fr Max Kramer, Assistant Curate

9:45am Silent Prayer for the sick followed by:
10am Healing Mass with laying-on of hands and anointing

Saturday 15th March
11am Parish Spring Clean
Come with dusters, mops and brushes and help give LSM a spruce up!

Sunday 16th March
Second Sunday of Lent
Preacher at 10:30am High Mass: The Rev’d Alexander McGregor,
Assistant Priest, S. Mary’s Bourne Street, London and Chancellor, Diocese of 
Oxford.

Wednesday 19th March
S. Joseph, Husband of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Low Mass 10am, Sung Mass 7pm

Tuesday 25th March
Annunciation of the Lord to the Blessed Virgin Mary
Low Mass 7:45am, High Mass 7pm.

Don’t forget to save the date for the Summer Festival and Gift Day
scheduled for Saturday 19th July.



From the Vicar

Dear Brothers & Sisters

‘What are you giving up?’ is the most popular question to be asked in Lent, the
season which will be upon us very quickly in March.  It’s fashionable to decry the
giving up of things for Lent, to suggest—as Harry Williams famously did in his
sermon The True Wilderness—that burdening yourself with little inconveniences
is to miss the point of the season.  Doubtless this is true if that’s all we do, yet
even if we use it simply as an excuse to diet or save money, this is not without its
uses.  Looking after our bodies, ‘temples of the Holy Spirit’, as S. Paul reminds
us, is a Christian duty, and prudent use of money is also a virtue.  So let’s not be
too quick to belittle the giving up of things for forty days.

Yet Lent’s abstinence is of course a call to move deeper than this.  We undergo
lack in some minor way to show our solidarity both with our Lord’s suffering in
the wilderness and with the suffering of those without our luxury to choose to go
without.  Even more, those times of inconvenience—the great desire for a drink at
the end of a difficult day or whatever—can be ‘offered up’ as the phrase is, can be
occasions for prayer, may be praying for those who are thirsty in the case I’ve just
given, reflecting briefly on Jesus’ words from the Cross—‘I thirst’—which both
reminds  us  that  we’ll  probably cope without  a gin tonight  and also raises  our
sights to heaven just a wee bit.

Fasting is only one part of the devotions that the church urges upon us over the
forty days.  Alms-giving and prayer are the other two.  Here at LSM we provide
an easy opportunity for alms-giving by providing Lent boxes into which you can
put  spare  change  (saved  from  consuming  fewer  gins  and  tonics!)  which  go
towards supporting the work of the Additional Curates’ Society, which provides
priests in poor and populous parishes.  It’s a chance to contribute towards other
parishes lacking the blessings of full-time priestly ministry that we have at Little
S. Mary’s.  The LSM Lent Boxes need not be the beginning and end of our alms-
giving, though.  There is no shortage of charities worthy of our support, and if we
don’t have the money then giving food to Jimmy’s and the Foodbank are excellent
alternatives.  If you don’t already, Lent is a great time to start and if you do
then perhaps put a little more in than usual.

The final element,  prayer,  is a reminder—given that we obviously don’t
just  pray  in  Lent—that  the  disciplines  of  this  season,  although  we
emphasise them particularly for these six weeks, are ones that we’re called



to  embrace  throughout  our  Christian  lives.   Lent,  if  anything,  is  a  taster  and
encouragement to adopt these practices for the other forty-six weeks of the year.

That  said,  these  spiritual  muscle-stretches  are  not  just  about  our  living of  our
Christian lives generally, but are especially aimed at preparing us for Holy Week
and Easter.  The period from Palm Sunday to Easter Day is the most important
time in the church’s life and of absolute obligation for anyone who takes the name
of  Christian seriously.   The intensity of  those days  and the joy of  the  Easter
festival  are  closely  related  to  the  extent  to  which  we  have  prepared  in  the
preceding weeks.

I’m immensely grateful to Fr Max, therefore, for assisting us in our preparations
for the power and joy of Holy Week and Easter by running our 2014 Lent Course.
You can read more about it  later  in this newsletter,  but  in essence we will  be
exploring the senses together; just as our catholic worship engages all of who we
are—smell,  taste,  sight  and sound—so should our faith.   I  hope we can make
every effort to be present.  It will be a real aid to the deepening of our lives and a
proper  preparation  for  the  annual  gift  of  receiving  the  Resurrection  afresh  at
Easter.

Finally, do please keep Percy Hays* in your prayers.  Percy is a young boy from
LSM, now in the United States for treatment, who is very seriously ill with cancer.
The prognosis is not good and he and his mum, dad, brothers and sister need all
our prayerful love.  Please make him a special intention in your prayers.

With my love and prayer for you, I am 
yours in the Lord

Fr Rob

*Update: since Fr Robert wrote the above, the news has come in that Percy
died  on  24th February,  without  pain,  in  the  hospital  in  Houston,  Texas
where he was being treated.  His funeral Mass will be in LSM at 10:30am
on Monday 17th March.  May he rest in peace and rise in glory, and may his
family know the grace and comfort of the Holy Spirit at this very sad time.



Touching the Word of Life
LSM Lent Course 2014

That which has existed from the beginning, which we have heard, which we
have seen with our own eyes, which we have watched and touched with our

hands, the Word of life—this is our theme (1 John 1:1).

When I left Westcott last summer to join you at Little St Mary’s, I was asked to
contribute to the College yearbook.  The editor asked me for a picture, a highlight
of  Westcott  life  (lowlights  were,  surprisingly,  not  required),  a  prayer,  and  a
favourite passage of Scripture.  After much dithering, I finally settled on the verse
of 1 John that you can see above.  I chose it partly, I suppose, because of the pure
beauty of the language.  The sentence unravels over no less than three verses, and
gives a powerful impression of John’s urgency and excitement to share the Good
News of Jesus Christ with his readers.  But I was also drawn to this verse because
of its constant and direct appeal to the senses.  John takes great pains to emphasize
the physicality of God incarnate.  The eternal Word of Life comes among us to be
heard by human ears, seen with human eyes, and touched by human hands.

A few years ago, during my Wantage days, I was taking communion to patients in
the local hospital.  And once I had finished distributing the sacrament to those



sitting in the day room, one of the nurses who had been watching came up and
spoke to me.  After introducing herself, she asked me one simple question: ‘Do
you  know Jesus?’   I  think  my initial  response  was annoyance—What  do  you
think?  I’ve just come here to take communion to your patients?  Fortunately, I
was too polite  to  say what  I  felt,  and instead gave her  something  mild  about
knowing Him a bit and wanting to know Him more.  It might have been easier, on
reflection, just to say ‘yes.’  But ever since then, I’ve wondered how I might have
answered that question more honestly, and what it might mean to ‘know’ Jesus
Christ, and Him crucified, as Paul says in the first letter to the Corinthians.

On one level, ‘knowing Jesus’ could just be an intellectual thing, a belief in His
existence, His teaching, His acts, and, of course, supremely in His resurrection.
But if our faith is one based not on a theory or an idea but on a person, then
‘knowing Jesus’ must  mean something more.   When we speak of ‘knowing’ a
person, we mean far more than believing they exist, or that they have done certain
things.  It is not just intellectual.  When we say we ‘know’ somebody, we mean
that we have all kinds of experiences of them.  We have heard and recognise their
voice, we have seen their face and could pick them out in a crowd.  In our closest
relationships, we might even know what they feel like to our touch, or what they
smell like.  And in our most intimate relationships of all, we might taste them with
our kiss.  Knowing someone intimately involves the whole of us; it makes use of
all the different senses that God has given us.  What’s more, when we truly love a
human being, we delight in drinking in the other person, by spending more and
more time in their presence.  We long to hear how their voice changes with their
emotions, or how their features vary with age, or how their body relaxes, rather
than tenses, at our touch.  To know someone fully, we need to use all the senses
that God has given us, to appreciate them in as many ways as possible.

And if this is true of our day-to-day relationships with others, then how much
more true must it be of our relationship with Jesus.  He is closer to us than we are
to ourselves, intimately united with us through faith and sacrament, and He desires
nothing greater than for us to become fully alive by delighting in His presence.
This Lent, therefore, our Lent group will be exploring how we can use our senses
to enter more deeply into the great mystery of Christ’s life and Passion and how
our devotion can be deepened by making use of the gifts of our five senses.  Each
week we will explore the Passion with a different sense, focusing on the sights,
the sounds, the tastes, the smells,  and the touches of those crucial few days in
Jerusalem.  Yet we will also use our senses more directly, coming to know Christ
more deeply through music, art, Passover food, perfumes, and physical actions.

Now if you’re worried that this all  sounds dangerously touchy-feely (literally),
then it might be worth remembering that this use of the senses is central to the



Catholic faith as we preach it and live it out.  Our worship at Little St Mary’s is
not designed to be purely intellectual, but it gathers together all sorts of sensory
experience.   The  sounds  of  words  and  music  combine  with  the  sights  of  the
liturgy, the physical sensations of kneeling or making the sign of the Cross, the
smell of incense, and the taste of the Eucharistic bread and wine, to lead our whole
selves closer to God and to the heavenly life which we glimpse here on earth in
the liturgy.  And this sensory aspect of worship is especially relevant in our annual
commemoration of the Passion and resurrection. In the sacred Triduum, the great
three days leading up to Easter, we seek to enter into the story of Christ’s death
and resurrection through a physical re-enacting of several of the key events of the
last few days of His earthly life. 

Therefore, I hope that just as exposition of the sacrament gives us time to reflect
more deeply on the wonder of the Eucharistic mystery that we receive in the Mass,
so our Lent course will allow us to prepare ourselves more thoroughly for our
commemoration of the Passion and Resurrection of Jesus Christ this Holy Week.
I invite you to join with me on this Lenten pilgrimage of the heart, praying that
through all the senses God has given us, we may come to know more deeply ‘the
riches of the glory of this mystery, which is Christ in you, the hope of glory.’  For
as St Paul says, with John, ‘It is  He whom we proclaim, warning everyone and
teaching everyone  in  all  wisdom,  so that  we  may present  everyone  mature  in
Christ.’ 

Fr Max

LENT GROUP
Meets at 7:30pm in the parish room on Tuesday 11th and
Monday 17th March and Wednesdays 26th March, 2nd and

9th April.



Good News from Whitworth House

At last Whitworth House can build the extension so long planned and needed for
its work with vulnerable homeless young women in Cambridge.

The extension will provide two self-contained ‘moving on’ units for residents who
need accommodation but not necessarily staff monitoring on a daily basis.  It will
enable  them to  find work more  easily if  they have a  stable  address  and may
provide a short-term ‘safe haven’ between residency at the house and moving into
permanent accommodation or going on to full-time education etc.

The land on which it will be built is already owned and is situated at the rear of
Whitworth House, so the two ‘wings’ will probably be integrated in some way.

The Friends were asked for a contribution of £100,000 and over an intensive 18-
month period were able to raise £103,000.  There have been numerous delays over
the  past  couple  of  years,  due to  permissions  and tendering complications,  but
Orwell now have the go-ahead to commence work on site from 3rd March, with
completion expected this October.

The Churchwardens write:

The flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing of birds is come
and the voice of the turtle is heard in our land (Song of Songs 2:12)

At  LSM  we  try  to  engage  all  the  senses  in  our  worship,  and  the  flower
arrangements  form a  very  important  part  of  this.   It  has  been  suggested  that
members  of  the  congregation  may  like  the  opportunity  to  celebrate  a  special
occasion, such as a birthday, anniversary, or memorial, by donating money for the
church flowers at that time.  A donation of £40 will cover the cost of the flowers
for one week.  The donation can be completely anonymous, or you may include
brief details of the occasion being celebrated which can be displayed on a small
card with the arrangement.  Please put the money and any details you would like
included into an envelope and give it to any of the clergy or churchwardens at
least a week before the occasion.



Wednesday Play-Reading Group
from Malcolm Munro

In about 2005 I volunteered as LSM liaison for a play-reading group displaced
from the closed Trumpington Street Drop-In Centre for people with psychological
problems,  and  quickly  became  the  leader  when  the  original  leader’s  lecturing
hours were altered.  Membership has fluctuated with losses due to the worsening
conditions of one or two original members, but one consequence has been that,
without abandoning its original therapeutic purpose, the group is less exclusive
with closer continuity with the Wednesday Low Mass congregation and the coffee
that follows.

We meet every Wednesday after coffee, at 11:30am except the first in the month
when the equally rewarding monthly talks are given,  and although there is  no
obligation to attend all the morning pattern of activities the interplay is valuable in
itself.  Our bill of fare extends from Shakespeare to Pinter filmstrips and even the
Theatre of the Absurd (for those of us who can remember) and occasionally to
poetry and short stories, all with welcome contributions from members.  If you are
retired or otherwise not in full-time employment you are very welcome to join us.

There is the promise of spring in the churchyard garden; the bulbs are
growing and the aconites and snowdrops are flowering.

We have a team of around 12 helpers who come, when they can, to garden
on a Saturday morning, usually once a month during the year.

Gardeners are always welcome and if you would like to help, please
contact:

Sally Head, 01223 871304, s.head710@btinternet.com

mailto:s.head710@btinternet.com


Friday Charity Lunch
from Scott McCombe

 
The Friday Charity Lunch was set up in 1994 by the previous Vicar, Fr Andrew
Greany, for the purpose of providing a simple sociable meal for LSM parishioners
and visitors whilst making money for some excellent charitable causes.  Twenty
years later, and the Friday Lunch continues to be an important part of the LSM
parish week.

When I first arrived at Little St. Mary’s nearly two years ago for my interview for
the  post  of  Lay  Pastoral  Assistant,  I  attended  the  Friday  Lunch  before  my
interview.  The friendly and good-humoured atmosphere certainly confirmed in
my mind that Little St Mary’s was a church that I wanted to be involved with.

Many others have had the same experience.  Visitors and tourists, often from quite
a distance away, have dropped in after seeing the noticeboard, happily returning
again at their next visit to Cambridge.  Quite a few members of our congregation
will testify that it was attending the Lunch that enabled them really to get to know
many more people within the church.

The number of people attending the Friday Lunch remains steady.   The Lunch
always consists of home-made soup (always vegetarian), bread, cheese and fruit.
There is always good music—courtesy of David Mossop—and the conversation is
never dull!

So, if you’re at a loss on how to spend an hour on a Friday afternoon, or you’d
like to volunteer to make a simple meal for a good cause, then there is always
plenty of room at the table.



Forum Lunch Club at LSM
from Bob DeWolf

It is nearly a year since LSM ran its first Forum Lunch Club, held since
then  every  second  Tuesday  of  the  month.   The  lunches  offer  to  older
people, primarily from an academic or professional background, who could
be isolated giving rise in some cases to possible mental health issues.  Our
members come—perhaps with a carer—to have a hot home-cooked meal,
to  chat  with  each other  and with  our  helpers,  and to  listen  to  a  talk,  a
reading, poetry or music in a friendly and relaxed environment.

The Club is run under the auspices of the Friends of Fulbourn Hospital &
Community, and follows much the same format of their Forum lunch held
at St James, Wulfstan Way, now in its fifteenth year.

Numbers have been growing steadily in the last few months and we are
getting into our stride with what we feel to be an excellent use of the Parish
Centre.  I would like to extend much thanks to those who have helped out
over  the  year  at  the  lunches  or  by  providing  excellent  hot  dishes  and
puddings,  or  who  have  given  their  time  to  provide  entertainment  or
presentations.

I  would  very  much  welcome  additional  helpers  for  this  growing  LSM
activity, both those who can attend the lunches and those who could cook
mains or puddings.  We are also intent to find those who could come to
present a talk, sing, read, or otherwise edify or entertain.

If you would like to help out Forum in any – or all – of these ways, please
contact robert.s.dewolf@gmail.com

Choir Finishes Successful Recording Project

The Mary Ward  Lecture  will be given by Professor Mary McAleese in
connection with Professor Janet Soskice on Women in the Church and
the Academy on Saturday 1st March at 11am at the Law Faculty at 

10 West Road.

mailto:robert.s.dewolf@gmail.com


Choir Finishes Successful Recording Project
from Dr Simon Jackson,  Director of Music

Over  February half  term,  the  choir
completed  its  second CD recording
project—a  programme  including
Vaughan  Williams’  settings  of
Herbert’s  poetry,  the  Five Mystical
Songs,  and  a  number  of  choral
settings  of  seventeenth-century
metaphysical  poetry  produced  by
Regent Records.

They were joined by baritone soloist Nicholas Morris, fresh from a tour to New
York with Glyndebourne, Marcus Tomalin who accompanied the choristers in a
couple of lute songs by Thomas Campion, and Sarah MacDonald on the organ.

It was a delight to work with the choir on such an intensive project, to spend so
much time together in such a short space of time, and to see them coming together
musically  and  socially.   I  am  stunned  by  the  commitment  of  these  entirely
voluntary singers, and hope you’re looking forward to hearing the fruits of their
labours.

The new CD won’t be available for a few months – but if you can’t wait that long,
do hunt down a copy of their previous CD, the first ever recording of Sir Arthur
Somervell's Passion of Christ.  Written in 1914, what better way to celebrate the
work’s centenary than to listen to it this Lent!

Copies are available from Patricia Davies, pedavies@tesco.net.

mailto:pedavies@tesco.net


Calendar and Intentions

for

March 2014

The list of Thanksgivings and Intercessions offers a focus
for our daily prayer, both at the Offices and Mass,

and in our personal times of prayer.

The Vicar would be glad of suggestions
for additions to the list of daily intentions.



Calendar for March LM-Low Mass, SM-Sung Mass, HM-High Mass

Sat. 1st St David, Bishop, Patron of Wales

SUN. 2nd SUNDAY BEFORE LENT, Quinquagesima
Mon. 3rd
Tue. 4th Shrove Tuesday
WED. 5th ASH WEDNESDAY: LM, 10am, 12:30pm; HM, 7pm.
Thu. 6th       St Tibb, Virgin
Fri. 7th SS Perpetua, Felicity & Companions, Martyrs
Sat. 8th Edward King, Bishop

SUN. 9th  FIRST SUNDAY of LENT
Mon. 10th
Tue. 11th
Wed. 12th
Thu. 13th
Fri. 14th
Sat. 15th

SUN. 16th SECOND SUNDAY of LENT
Mon. 17th St Patrick, Bishop
Tue. 18th St Cyril of Jerusalem, Bishop
Wed. 19th St Joseph, Husband of the BVM: LM, 10am; SM, 7pm
Thu. 20th St. Cuthbert, Bishop & Missionary
Fri. 21st Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop & Martyr
Sat. 22nd

SUN. 23rd THIRD SUNDAY of LENT
Mon. 24th
TUE. 25th ANNUNCIATION TO THE BVM: LM, 7:45am; HM, 7pm
Wed. 26th
Thu. 27th
Fri. 28th
Sat. 29th

SUN. 30th REFRESHMENT SUNDAY (Mothering Sunday)
Mon. 31st 



Daily Intentions and Anniversaries of death for March

Church in Wales 1st
Our Parish & People 2nd
Servers at Little St Mary’s Howard Auckland 3rd
Holy preparation for Lent Christopher Stephen Barnard 4th
A spirit of penance 5th
Those called to celibacy  6th
Anglican Centre in Rome Geoffrey Clayton, Abp. 7th
Children’s Group Leaders Jessie Rolph 8th

Our Parish & People 9th                                                                                  
Her Majesty the Queen 10th
Cambridge Homelessness Project11th                                                            

Those suffering illness 12th
Local businesses Elsie Murrell, Helen Dex, Beryl Oliver 13th
Friday Charity Lunch 14th
Clare College, Cambridge
Violet Barnard, Elizabeth Lampe, Michael Ogen 15th

Our Parish & People Teresa Pike 16th
Church of Ireland Richard Boulind, Ann Robinson 17th   
Episcopal Diocese of Jerusalem     18th   
The universal Church Mary McDougall 19th      
Durham Cathedral           20th   

Prayer Book Society Constance Hennings, Margaret Bottrall 21st
Duke of Cambridge Emily Glennie, Neville Edwards}22nd
Merlin Rotherham-Brown, Ken Topley}  
Our Parish & People 23rd
Bishop Stephen                         George Head 24th 
Increased devotion to the BVM 25th
Organists Philip Hall  26th
A good keeping of Lent         27th
Friends of Little St. Mary’s John Gilling, Pr. 28th   
Military chaplains 29th
Our Parish & People 30th 
Pembroke College 31st



Tanya Hockley, former Pastoral Assistant, writes:

Dear Friends,

As some of you may know, I took part in the Westcott exchange to Yale
from August to December last year.  Every year, some students from Yale
Divinity School (YDS) come to Westcott for a term and vice versa.  This
year, I was one of four Westcottians who went to Yale, and a couple of
Yalies came over to Westcott.   Considering the fact that Yale was kind
enough to give each of us our own apartment, with our own kitchen and
bathroom, and a glorious view, I can’t help but feel that the Yalies must
have been disappointed with their tiny rooms at Westcott.  Or two, if they
were very lucky!

It was my first time travelling to America, and I did fall in love with the
country.  I was of much irritation to my father prior to my trip by endlessly
breaking out into renditions of the American national anthem!  I got over
that soon after  I arrived,  though.  We had a couple of days  free before
orientation  began  in  mid-August.   The  highlight  of  this  for  me  was
definitely the pizza tasting, where YDS organised for lots of pizzas to be
delivered from the best local takeaways so we could try them all.  The New
Haven special is pizza with a white sauce base, bacon, onions and mashed
potato.  It sounds crazy, but trust me, it was actually pretty good!  They
also organised a barbecue for us on a hill in the countryside nearby from
which  one  could  look down on all  of  New Haven,  and see the  sea.   I
learned that barbecues do not have to include hot dogs and burgers, but
might include such things as fried okra and deep-fried corn bread.  Who
knew?

YDS is an ecumenical school of between three and four hundred students,
with perhaps half  of  them training  for  ministry.   There were dozens of
different denominations represented, including some which seemed rather
obscure to my British mind. I got to know a lovely Mennonite lady, and it
was  fascinating  to  learn  about  her  tradition.   YDS have  a  daily  act  of
worship at 10:30am which is not compulsory, and could be anything really.
It was the best example of an ecumenical community that I have ever seen,
as  denominations  didn’t  really  take  it  in  turns  to  organise  worship,  but
rather  each  had  input  into  the  services.   Most  of  the  time  a  particular



tradition could not be discerned, except when they started using the gospel
organ. Then one knew it was going to be service with strong influences
from the gospel tradition!

There is an affiliated Anglican seminary just five minutes down the road,
called Berkeley.  One could go there for the offices and daily Eucharist.
YDS also organises spiritual direction for all those who want it, and runs a
scheme called  ‘Annand Groups’,  where a  group of  about  eight  students
meet together each week with a leader, and engage with different types of
prayer  and  talk  about  spiritual  matters.   Annand groups  are  like  group
spiritual direction.  I think being part of an Annand group was one of my
favourite  aspects  of  YDS.   My group  had  members  from a  variety  of
denominations and was led by a Jewish laywoman. 

Academically, I found studying at YDS to be very interesting.  I decided to
study unusual subjects, so I took classes titled ‘American Indian Religions
and  Ecology’,  ‘Religious  Themes  in  Contemporary  Fiction’  and
‘Meditation East and West’.  They were all fascinating At the beginning of
the term I was rather perplexed by the variety of methods of assessment,
such as video reports, book reviews, close readings of a text and a prayer
journal, but I got the hang of it in the end.

Living in America for four months was also illuminating from a cultural
perspective. I went on a road trip to Niagara Falls with a couple of the other
Westcottians,  which  was  amazing!   The  waterfalls  are  breathtakingly
beautiful.  I watched my first American Football game which was Yale vs
Harvard.  Unfortunately, Yale played atrociously and lost for the seventh
year in a row, but it was fun nonetheless.  I also went to Thanksgiving at an
American family’s house, which was lovely!  I am very thankful for having
had the opportunity to study at Yale for four months, and live in America.
It was also quite nice to be in an environment where my accent is so highly
admired.  Once I met a lady who was so excited upon finding out that I was
British that she almost fainted!  I did miss England in the end though.  We
flew back on an overnight flight and dawn was breaking as we descended
into Heathrow.  It was a glorious sight.

Looking forwards, I am delighted to be able to announce that I am going to
serve my curacy in the parish of St. Michael and All Angels, Southwick,
which  is  a  small  seaside  town four  miles  west  of  Brighton.   I  will  be



ordained on June 28th at Chichester Cathedral.  This is quite an exciting
and daunting prospect!

I will  be sad to leave Cambridge,  with so many memories of being the
pastoral  assistant  at  LSM and training at  Westcott,  but I  am glad to  be
going to a seaside town.  Being from Plymouth, I’m sure the sea is in my
blood.  Cambridge is extraordinarily beautiful, but the Cam doesn’t quite
make up for the sea!

With love, 
Tanya

David Christophersen in Concert at LSM
from Jane Phillips

The first of David Christophersen’s four lunchtime concerts to be given at LSM
will  take  place  on  Saturday 8th March at  1:15.   The programme,  Chopin’s
Sonata in B flat Minor op. 35 and Kabalevsky’s Children’s Pieces op. 27, is full of
colour and measureless power.

David writes:
‘Chopin’s Sonata in B flat minor op.35, the ‘Funeral March’ sonata, remains one
of the great epic narratives of the piano literature and still retains the power to
shock and move in equal measure.  Structured round the famous third movement,
the ‘Marche Funèbre’, the first of the sonata’s movements to be composed, the
music moves to and from massive emotional peaks to moments of contemplation
and tenderness.  This is a work that speaks of first and last things.  It appeared in
the final decade of the composer's life.  Kabalevsky's delightful Children's Pieces
op. 27 combine witty brilliance and poetry in fifteen short vignettes.  Since their
appearance in the 1930s they have become much loved for their charm.’

Come and hear this assured and thoughtful pianist play our impressive new piano.

.

Also on offer, our very own assistant organist, Matthew Blaiden, will
perform a lunchtime concert on Saturday 1st March at 1pm at LSM.

 Programme includes J.S. Bach, Franz Liszt and Flor Peeters.
Admission is free.



Cambridge Churches Homeless Project: an update
from Lucy McKitterick

Tuesday  4th  February  saw  the  first  night  of  hosting  the  Cambridge
Churches Homeless Project at LSM, with guests welcomed overnight in the
Parish Centre for supper and a place to sleep by an ecumenical group of
volunteers.

The project began with the New Year, but we were the last of the seven
churches hosting the project to be called upon, the luck of the draw as it
runs  only  on  nights  on  which  the  City  Council  looking  at  the  weather
forecast has called for extra emergency provision for rough sleepers in the
city.   The  calling  of  these  nights  obliges  Jimmy’s  and  other  homeless
hostels to find shelter for anyone who comes asking for it, which is where
the CCHP has negotiated a role as one of the places to which guests may be
allocated for the night.

Our first night passed off smoothly and without mishap, it was perhaps an
advantage that one or two of our own LSM volunteers had by this stage



enjoyed the hospitality of several other church floors and therefore knew
what to expect ‘at home’!  We had four guests, a team of volunteers from
various churches and on a wet and windy night it was very good indeed
after months of planning and meetings to be putting the Parish Centre at the
service of overnight guests for the first time in its history.  Writing this as a
second Tuesday night is expected with six guests, it is good to reflect on
the circumstances which have brought people to us: among the often deeply
moving stories heard in churchyards during ‘fag breaks’ in the past few
weeks have been accounts of foster homes and family breakup, of the loss
of  everything  through drug addiction  and heroic  survival  through  it,  of
months of nights on park benches and garage floors; or on the other hand of
leaving family in Eastern Europe to work gruelling hours in factories and
fenland farms but finding that a home and a permanent job in the UK are
no easier won than before.

One of the great joys of the churches’ project has been the chance to meet
people we might never otherwise have seen, and in one or two cases via our
link with Hope Cambridge to look at longer-term plans for them.  All this
however is complicated by the short notice (often only a day) calling on
and  off  of  the  project  according  to  the  forecast,  besides  the  obvious
complication  for  churches  of  having  a  rota  set  up  for  three  months
(including supper for everyone) in case of need!  It is too early yet to know
where  we  should  be  concentrating  our  energies  in  thinking  about  next
winter, but we can all meanwhile be asking questions both of guests and
volunteers, and of anyone we know involved in the local scene of homeless
provision in Cambridge, and holding them in our prayers as we look at the
future  of  the  project  together.   In  April  or  May we shall  be  holding  a
meeting of all of the churches so far involved, and any who would like to
be, to reflect and look forward to the winter of 2014-5, and all members of
LSM are warmly invited to come.

You can follow the CCHP on Facebook or Twitter @cchpnews
for updates of the current status of the project.



The Rose of Jericho: A Sequence of Lenten Meditations
by Simone Kotva

 And He was there in the wilderness forty days, tempted of Satan…

I

Earth and brush, the wild place is here, 
a camel’s track communicating positions,
plotting cities, sanctuaries, fortifications,
strung with desert prowlers, stray travellers,
traders counting, tallying totals, 
putting speech to the value of things:
lizards, men, long-suffering prophets;
those trying for stillness, taking slow paths,
with ears for the spirit that drives them.

II

Wait.

Words are skilled, raffinate substance from mere seeming,
shifting the latter into tidy stratagems:

At our feet,   
a rose, arid, ash-coloured,

verbs for induction, action and transformation.

like tumble-weed, winding, 
a mobile point, resolute for rain.

Isn’t discourse the divine attribute, becoming,
out of nothing, fiat, by the flick of the tongue,
governing creation like a captain its ship,
because there is no intervention from above
except we raise ourselves, perform a sleight of hand.



Keeping mum, counting the days.

III

Keep your hold.

Not only for the benefit of right and wrong
do proofs exist, but for the indifferent also,

Down there: petals greying, gunmetal complexion
grimed over with dust, out of sight

to place the mind beyond perturbation, to make
devotion perspicuous, in ambit to be
wits and soul, 

The spire tapers, supports our weight
bores into heels, leaves markings,
suggests a quick departure.  

      homophonous of the gods’ precinct:
an altar, predictable, displaced from the stage,
receptacle for heroes, virtues and suchlike,

Down there: half-dead, not quite living,
enduring until that overcast day of convergence
of unfolding, accelerated growth. 

collecting bones, joints, remains of all citizens
making holy the one who chooses his exit.



IV

Behind us.
Roses like porcupines, spun from sand, 
reckon stars, listen for storms,
shade their blooms, attentive to correct alignments.
 

Look. This world, though infinitely divisible,
can be seized, captured, possessed, viewed synchronically
from the perspective of Him who is through and through. 
Domains do not exist. They are willed, shaped, charted,
cultivated out of wasteland by nothing but intention.
Borders are phantasms, the surface has no extreme
point. All is convulsed into this higher vantage,
from which the discernible parts are unfolding. 
 

We precipitate only the present situation,
the step needful, one nearby rung on the laddered arc,
perform muscular effort for the intensive end.

Behind us.  

The interim is over. Select. Act. Step out,
here, freely, without receipt of payment.

Sketched, the hand, ready to slander,
to scandalise this wilderness.   

V

So. There will remain: patience, a certain dying,
minutes of methodical decomposition,
sums and balances brought forward to the metre, 
closing the fourfold, impenetrable, circle,
having established this very humanity 



About the Cover Art
from Melissa Guiliano

The temptation of Jesus is one of the opening narratives of Lent. I wrestled with
how to depict it. Some portray the Devil and Jesus disputing with biblical verses,
while others portray Christ as a knight on horseback, contending with sword and
shield.  I settled on a more homely image: Christ in common clothes, a pilgrim
Everyman.  It drives home the point that Christ came as an example for each of us
and as a fellow-sufferer.  He bears the burden of our sins and struggles, ‘tempted
in every way like us, yet without sin’ (Heb 4:15).  And He opened ‘a new and
living way’ through sharing our flesh.  Popular spirituality often emphasizes that
Christ suffered  more than we have, making our difficulties seem light.  But we
should remember that He suffered as we do. 

It can be easy to imagine that His temptations were limited to the three encounters
recorded by Matthew and Luke.  But I wanted to depict the Devil following very
closely, clinging almost to Jesus’ shoulder the whole 40 days, as the one who did
not ‘cease to accuse our brethren night and day’ (Rev 12:10), who did not depart
from Jesus until he had ‘finished every temptation’, and who, even then, left only
‘until an opportune time’ (Lk 4:13).  The multiple, bestial features of the Devil are
common in Western art, taken to their most interesting end by artists working in
the  late  fifteenth and early sixteenth  centuries  (Dürer,  Bosch and Schongauer,
among others).  The representations are ultimately rooted in the biblical witness,
but the experiences of the saints play a foundational role as well.  St Anthony was,
both in his  Life and in most art, surrounded by figures constantly changing their
shape and method of attack.  The idea that the Devil is literally at our back and
that his malevolence is not limited in method cannot be unfamiliar to us, who are
surrounded by a thousand thoughts, struggles and discouragements.

These are all sobering thoughts, and Lent is often a sombre season because of
them.  But it is also a season when we deliberately dwell on such thoughts, test
ourselves, and try to gain strength for our daily struggle through discipline.  For,
although we focus on such testing mainly in this season, the battle with temptation
is  a  daily  reality.   But  it  is  one in  which  Jesus  shared and in  which He still
accompanies us.

Do you have something to add to the April Newsletter? 
Then please contact melissaguiliano@gmail.com

 by Monday 17th March.

mailto:melissaguiliano@gmail.com

